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Abstract: This review paper provides insights into optimization strategies for Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) in a variety of surveillance tasks and scenarios. From basic path planning to complex
mission execution, we comprehensively evaluate the multifaceted role of UAVs in critical areas such
as infrastructure inspection, security surveillance, environmental monitoring, archaeological research,
mining applications, etc. The paper analyzes in detail the effectiveness of UAVs in specific tasks,
including power line and bridge inspections, search and rescue operations, police activities, and
environmental monitoring. The focus is on the integration of advanced navigation algorithms and
artificial intelligence technologies with UAV surveillance and the challenges of operating in complex
environments. Looking ahead, this paper predicts trends in cooperative UAV surveillance networks
and explores the potential of UAVs in more challenging scenarios. This review not only provides
researchers with a comprehensive analysis of the current state of the art, but also highlights future
research directions, aiming to engage and inspire readers to further explore the potential of UAVs in
surveillance missions.

Keywords: UAV path planning; UAV coverage planning; UAV applications; UAV optimization; UAV
surveillance; UAV monitoring; aerial video surveillance; review; survey

1. Introduction

Surveillance tasks are typically classified by the type and number of objects to be
monitored, as well as the significance of the task. In a standard surveillance task, the
goal is to gather specific information about the targets, such as trajectory, status, number,
and activity. Traditionally, surveillance tasks utilized ground-based video cameras or
other sensors to capture information. However, due to their limitations, these devices often
struggle to cope with complex environments in many scenarios [1,2]. With the development
of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), computer vision and imaging technologies, stable
and efficient UAV surveillance systems are gradually replacing these technologies and
working autonomously in many applications [3–5].

Common UAV surveillance tasks include environmental monitoring, search and rescue
(SAR), agricultural surveillance, target tracking, traffic flow monitoring, infrastructure
inspection, etc. [6]. As shown in Figure 1, camera-equipped UAVs are capable of logistics,
environmental surveillance, agricultural surveillance, and collaborative work with other
units. These tasks greatly utilize the unique capabilities of UAVs, and give full play to
the advantages of UAVs in terms of mobility and flexibility, and often reduce the cost
of surveillance. Using sophisticated localization, navigation, data collection, and control
algorithms, UAVs can achieve autonomous single-unit operation, or operate in the form of
a cluster for data sharing and collaborative operations.

For surveillance missions, the use of a single UAV meets the need for cost control,
and for missions that do not require coverage of large ranges or allow surveillance to be
conducted sequentially, a single UAV can be used to achieve surveillance by designing
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path-planning algorithms. The surveillance range of a UAV is often correlated with its
flight altitude, and even a single UAV can achieve greater coverage through altitude
adjustment [7]. For some large-scale missions, it is sometimes difficult for a single UAV to
efficiently fulfill the needs of the mission, and this is when the existence of a UAV network
is necessary. The use of multiple UAVs to form a UAV network, using information sharing
between UAVs, designing optimized allocation or deployment strategies, and planning the
corresponding paths, can greatly enhance the efficiency of the mission [8].

Figure 1. Each UAV is equipped with a camera and performs different surveillance tasks such as
environmental monitoring, search and rescue, agricultural surveillance, and urban surveillance for
police security.

Some publicly available data also demonstrate the superiority of drones as a novel
approach. According to DroneUp, work performed with UAVs identifies 20% more critical
issues than traditional inspection methods using human labor or other sensor equipment.
This is because UAVs can replace humans in carrying out monitoring tasks in some areas
that are difficult to detect. Difficulties encountered in the past in the use of human beings to
carry out monitoring tasks, such as difficulties in accessing some high-risk areas, difficulties
in ensuring safety, the long time required for overhauling large areas and the weak data
collection capacity, can be more easily accomplished with the help of UAVs. Additionally,
UAVs can make field inspections up to three times faster, scan towers three times more
efficiently than tower-climbing inspectors, bridge inspections require roughly 17% of the
labor hours required for manual inspections and up to 87% reduction in labor and resources
per mile of inspection [9]. The data shown in Figure 2 reveal the multifaceted benefits
of UAVs in infrastructure inspections and highlight their significant potential to increase
efficiency, reduce costs, and optimize resource use. These findings provide solid data
support for the further integration and development of UAV technology in a variety of
infrastructure inspection applications.
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Figure 2. The chart comparing the performance of traditional and drone-assisted methods for
infrastructure inspections, with the % percentage of each item indicating the improvement or savings
compared to traditional methods [9].

Although many articles have been published on single UAVs and UAV clusters per-
forming surveillance missions in different environments and under different mission con-
ditions, the discussion on the optimal surveillance problem in complex environments is not
specific enough, and an optimization-based review of the UAV surveillance problem has
not yet been presented to the readers. Some of the current studies have investigated UAVs
performing tasks in complex environments [10,11]. They studied the problem of executing
optimal path planning for UAVs within a 3D unknown environment but did not address
the study of the optimization problem and the exploration of the actual surveillance prob-
lem. The study [12] proposed a detailed UAV-UGV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle-Unmanned
Ground Vehicle) surveillance scheme and presented its solution to the optimal path plan-
ning problem; however, this article focuses less on the visual information of surveillance
and more on the synergy between different intelligences. In another study [13], the im-
portance of UAVS (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Surveillance) in SAR missions was carefully
examined, the research was not focused on optimal deployment or optimal path planning
but rather on how to use advanced algorithms to process and improve the quality of
UAVS images.

Surveillance, as the core responsibility of UAVs’ navigation task at this stage, deserves
an in-depth discussion. This should further exploit the characteristics of UAVs, enhance
the optimality of surveillance tasks, comprehensively study the behaviors of UAVs across
various domains and environments, and analyze the challenges they face as well as the
strategies to overcome them. To keep the researcher informed, our paper will also discuss
several methods for optimizing surveillance tasks. As we mentioned above, there are not
many publications on UAV mission execution in complex environments, and the literature
that researchers can access is not focused enough. We will also specifically analyze the
optimization tools and strategies for UAV mission execution in different complex environments.

As shown in Figure 3, we have four main types of surveillance tasks, namely, area
security and target tracking-based surveillance, infrastructure retrieval-based surveillance,
search and rescue-based surveillance, and environment and resource surveillance tasks.
For these four types of surveillance tasks, our paper also analyzes the path planning and
deployment strategies adopted by different researchers to optimize and solve the Path
Planning Problem (PPP) and the Coverage Problem (CPP) arising from the corresponding
surveillance tasks.
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Figure 3. Different types of surveillance topics.

This survey will be organized as follows: Section 2 will focus on the analysis of UAV
surveillance systems based on target tracking.In Section 3, we will review surveillance
methods and strategies for infrastructure inspection. This section focuses on the navigation
and deployment of UAVs, detailing how they achieve optimal processes and results in
various environments, similar to the structure of Section 2. Search and rescue-based UAS
surveillance will be reviewed in Section 4, providing a comprehensive assessment of the
methods and strategies involved. Section 5 will present the application of UAV surveillance
environmental, archaeological, and mining applications. For all the topics mentioned
above, the limitations of the methods and strategies in existing research will be explained,
possible solutions will be proposed, and the feasibility of future research will be envisioned
in Section 6. Finally, a comprehensive summary of the paper is presented in the last section.

2. UAV Surveillance for Target Tracking

Surveillance mission for target tracking is one of the main responsibilities of UAVs, for
target tracking we adopt a broad definition, for this task, UAVs need to monitor a specified
target, which can be a person, an object, or an area, to obtain information about the object of
interest, such as traffic information, activity trajectories, quantity changes, etc., depending
on the environment with different Information Preference. A target-tracking task can be
classified mainly based on the target, number of UAVs, problem type, and optimization
goal, and a complete target-tracking task is a combination of these elements.

Figure 4 clearly shows the structure of our target-tracking oriented surveillance task in
terms of target, number of UAVs, problem types, and optimization methods. For the Target
item, common moving targets include transportation, wildlife, pedestrians, etc. [14–16],
while stationary targets are commonly set as an area. The number of UAVs is an important
metric in determining the efficiency and complexity of the task, more UAVs can perform
the task at the same time, which greatly reduces the time required to complete the task,
but this also poses a challenge to the researcher, the need to maximize the use of the UAV
resources, which requires that the path planning and deployment strategy needs to be
optimal. Tasks can in turn be decomposed into CPP, PPP, and their combined types to fit
the needs of the mission.
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Figure 4. Different elements of Target Tracking Surveillance.

For optimization studies of UAV surveillance, the physical model of the UAV often
exists as a constraint in the optimization problem and cannot be ignored. However, in opti-
mization problems, researchers focus more on optimization in deployment and planning
rather than the UAV motion model itself, so proposing a more simplified physical model
is beneficial to help solve and implement the optimization problem. In [17], a simplified
dynamic model is presented as follows{

P(t) = (x(t), y(t), z(t))
Ṗ(t) = v(t)ω(t)

(1)

x(t), y(t), z(t) represents the UAV’s location in 3D space, while v and ω denote the speed
and direction of the UAV’s movement, respectively, where v(t) ∈ R, 0 < v(t) ≤ umax,
ω(t) ∈ R3, ∥ω(t)∥ = 1 ∀t, vmax is a given positive constant, and ∥ · ∥ is the Euclidean
vector norm.

For target-tracking-oriented surveillance tasks, the quality of task accomplishment can
be measured by several metrics: quality of Surveillance, surveillance time, and surveillance
energy consumption. Quality of Surveillance is a human-set metric, which includes the
clarity of the surveillance image, the distance between the UAV and the surveillance, etc.,
and requires different judgments according to different problems without a fixed defini-
tion. Surveillance time is an important metric in target tracking, and longer surveillance
time often means richer information. Energy consumption is a commonly used metric to
measure the level of path planning, and optimized paths can help UAVs minimize energy
consumption while accomplishing their missions. Figure 5 clearly shows the classification
of different optimization objectives for a surveillance task based on goal tracking.
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Figure 5. Optimization Objectives of Target Tracking Based UAV Surveillance.

2.1. UAV Surveillance Methods Maximizing the Number of Observed Targets

In a surveillance mission for target tracking, in the absence of a specific target of
interest, the UAV conducts surveillance on a generic target, and the more targets the
UAV monitors per unit of time, the more effective its surveillance is. Thus, maximizing the
number of targets monitored is equivalent to maximizing the efficiency of UAV surveillance.
Therefore, the optimization problem falls on maximizing the number of targets under
surveillance. To achieve the goal of maximizing the number of surveillance targets, the
path can be optimized by solving either the path-planning problem (PPP) or the coverage-
planning problem (CPP). We will discuss both solutions separately and compare them.

In the study [18], the mission area is decomposed into several unit circles with way-
points within each unit circle, the coverage planning problem is transformed into a path
planning problem based on the Traveler’s Problem (TSP), and the sequence of connections
of all unit circles is solved according to the shortest path principle, and a smooth coverage
path is created using cubic Bessel curve fitting. The method effectively reduces the path
length and optimizes the curvature, which helps to improve the efficiency of UAV flight
paths, accurate area coverage, and the ability to cover the maximum number of all targets
in the area. Although the method does not mention the involvement of a surveillance
system, it can still be considered a viable PPP solution. The paper [19] develops effective
navigation algorithms for teams of UAVs on ground surveillance missions by dividing the
surveillance area into multiple convex subareas and planning a series of paths with parallel
line segments for each UAV to achieve effective coverage of the entire area, solving the
optimization problem of maximizing the number of area points to be regularly monitored.

Another more widespread solution to the problem of optimizing for the maximum
number of monitors is to choose to solve it in terms of a deployment strategy, which is
generally a subclass of the CPP problem and the most widespread solution to the CPP prob-
lem. The paper [20] solves a deployment problem for UAV networks using a distributed
coverage maximization algorithm for finding locally optimal positions of UAVs, aiming to
maximize the coverage of surveillance and monitoring areas. The ability to achieve obstacle
avoidance and efficient deployment by requiring only pre-computed probability densities
and positions of other UAVs in the UAV cluster makes the algorithm easy to implement and
highly practical. The study [21] proposes an optimization model to maximize the coverage
surveillance quality and develops an algorithm to maximize the surveillance coverage,
where each FR-BS operates independently and requires only local information to guide its
movement and find a locally optimal solution, which makes it possible to maximize the
quality of the coverage while satisfying all the constraints. The algorithm proposed in this
research requires only local information, is computationally simple, can be performed in
real-time, and successfully maximizes the quality of surveillance coverage. In other words,
it maximizes the number of targets to be monitored in the area. The paper [22] presents a
3D localization algorithm designed to maximize energy efficiency while covering as many
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users as possible. Optimizing the position of the UAV in the vertical and horizontal dimen-
sions, respectively, the deployment in the horizontal dimension is modeled as a circular
placement problem and a minimum closed circle problem, achieving a wider coverage area
and increasing the number of user targets to be covered and monitored.

This paragraph explores strategies to maximize the number of surveillance targets in
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) surveillance missions using path planning problems (PPP)
and coverage planning problems (CPP). In the absence of a specific surveillance target,
the goal of a UAV is to cover as many targets or areas as possible to improve surveillance
efficiency. The PPP solution focuses on optimizing the flight path by reducing the path
length and optimizing the curvature to cover more targets. The CPP solution, on the other
hand, focuses on deployment strategies that aim to find locally optimal positions for the
UAV to maximize the coverage of the surveillance and monitoring area. Both approaches
aim to achieve the goal of maximizing the number of surveillance targets.

2.2. UAV Surveillance Methods Maximizing the Quality of Surveillance (QoS)

Quality of Surveillance (QoS) is derived from Quality of Service, a term widely used
in telecommunications and computer networking, which was originally used to describe
the quality and performance of data transmitted over a network but is now referred to
as Quality of Surveillance (QoS). Surveillance measures the degree of effectiveness of
a surveillance system, including surveillance coverage, surveillance accuracy, and data
quality, and since surveillance behavior is often related to the behavior of users in com-
munications, Quality of Surveillance (QoS) can also be thought of as a measure of UAV
participation in related tasks.The paper [14] proposed a distributed navigation algorithm
for UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) networks that independently determines the motion
based on local information and is proposed for effective surveillance of targets moving
along curved roads. The algorithm aims to maximize the Quality of Surveillance (QoS),
which ensures the convergence of UAV positions by minimizing an integral measure of
the distance between all targets and the nearest UAV for optimal surveillance. Another
similar discussion on Quality of Surveillance (QoS), also referred to as Quality of Service,
is presented in the study [23]. A three-dimensional deployment optimization strategy
adapted to Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Base Stations (UAV-BS) maximizes the total number
of user equipment (UE) covered within the surveillance range under the user’s data rate
demand and the capacity constraints of the UAV-BS, and the article also describes this
process as QoS optimization. The relationship between air-to-ground (A2G) path loss and
UAV-BS position (both horizontal and vertical dimensions) between UAVs and ground
users is established, and then a 2D placement method based on genetic algorithms (GA)
is proposed.

One aspect of UAV surveillance missions that require researchers to focus on is the
surveillance of moving targets and how to optimize it. The variability and flexibility
of moving targets require UAVs to conduct surveillance while also considering how to
maintain the quality of surveillance and overcome the effects of the environment [24].
In [16], it allows UAV teams to dynamically adjust their flight paths through a decentralized
control strategy to optimize the quality of surveillance of moving target groups. The core
idea is to partition the path containing the target into subsets based on the current position
of the UAV and compute the center of mass of the target density function in each subset.
Each UAV updates its flight direction and speed based on the position of these centers
of mass to ensure that it moves in the direction of improving surveillance quality, i.e.,
reducing the average distance to the target, and improving surveillance coverage and
response speed by dynamically adjusting the flight path to cope with changes in the
target movement or path. this approach of balancing local decision-making with global
information allows the UAV to effectively respond to changes in target movement This
balancing of local decision-making and global information allows the UAV to effectively
respond to changes in target movement and maintain optimal surveillance. Another feasible
optimization strategy incorporates a computer vision approach for feature extraction of
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moving targets. The method described in [25] uses machine learning models to recognize
moving targets. For the surveillance task of the UAV Network, to improve efficiency
and surveillance quality, a multi-target intelligent algorithm based on target location and
UAV capability as well as mission urgency is used to improve the surveillance quality,
while a path planning algorithm is used to ensure the comprehensiveness of the UAV’s
coverage and safe obstacle avoidance capability. For the problem that targets are difficult
to track while moving, a multiple data source fusion method is proposed to estimate target
speed and position.Advanced robust controllers can ensure that the generated paths can be
implemented by the UAV, but this is beyond the scope of this paper [26,27].

This paragraph explores strategies for maximizing the Quality of Surveillance (QoS) in
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) surveillance missions. QoS includes surveillance coverage,
accuracy, and data quality. The article discusses a series of algorithms designed to maximize
the QoS of a UAV network under a variety of constraints. Some of the methods focus on
maximizing the number of user devices covered within the surveillance range, while others
focus on minimizing the distance between all targets and the nearest UAV to improve
surveillance efficiency and quality.

2.3. UAV Surveillance Methods Minimizing the Cost

Minimizing the cost of surveillance is very important in UAV surveillance missions,
and reducing the cost of surveillance can lead to more sustainable operation of the UAS
in long-term projects, thus improving the overall surveillance efficiency and performance.
The cost of UAV surveillance mainly includes the consumption of energy and the impact of
negative optimization terms.

The study [28] explores a three-dimensional deployment algorithm for Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) surveillance and monitoring. The goal of this algorithm is to maximize
the overall Quality of Coverage (QoC) of a target covered by a UAV network, i.e., Quality of
Surveillance (QoS). The QoS of the target is maximized by a population of UAVs deployed
in a specific area, taking into account the navigation rules in both horizontal and vertical
directions, while satisfying multiple constraints. It presents an optimization model that
aims to maximize user coverage while minimizing the cost of communication between
UAVs. The research [29] introduces a Voronoi diagram-based path generation (VPG)
algorithm for the energy-constrained unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) path planning and
coverage problem, which solves the path planning problem of not being able to achieve
complete coverage of an area due to the path length limitation caused by energy constraints,
and maximizes the extent of the monitorable coverage.

Minimizing surveillance cost is important in unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) surveil-
lance missions, where the cost of UAV surveillance mainly includes energy consumption
and the impact of negative optimization factors. Related studies have proposed various
optimization models and algorithms that aim to maximize surveillance coverage and
QoS while minimizing the communication cost and energy consumption between UAVs.
Through these optimization strategies, the research endeavors to improve the effectiveness
of UAV surveillance while minimizing the attrition associated with energy consumption
and other related costs.

2.4. Research Gaps and Future Improvement

For UAV surveillance for target tracking in a broad sense, current research has been
able to cover most of the cases. However, it is worth mentioning that there are very few
articles on the integration and research of AI techniques such as large models, neural
networks, and reinforcement learning, which is because the model building and design is
more complex, nevertheless, we can still be inspired by many studies.

Table 1 presents the current state-of-the-art optimisation strategies, classifies them
for different optimisation objectives, and comprehensively describes the advantages and
disadvantages of their optimisation strategies. The optimization strategies and solution
methods involved in this table such as MILP, heuristic algorithms, distributed algorithms,
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etc. The main core of the UAV optimization problem is to deal with the optimization
of specific optimization indexes under multiple constraints, and the above is of positive
significance for solving the complex UAV surveillance optimization problem.

Table 1. The comparisons of UAV Optimization Methods and Objectives.

Reference Optimization
Methods

Optimization
Target Advantages Disadvantages

[14]
Distributed and

Local
Optimization

Minimising the
expectation of the

square of the
average distance
from all ground

targets to the
nearest UAV

Simple calculation,
no global

information
required

Local optimum
traps, high

communication
bandwidth
dependence

[30]

Distributed,
particle swarm
optimization

combined
Bresenham
algorithm

Minimize energy
consumption,

flight risk
estimation and

maximize
surveillance areas

Simple
implementation,

low
computational

complexity, small
parameter
dimension

Local optimum
traps and lower

dynamic
performance

[31]

Mathematical
Modeling and

numerical
optimization

Minimise the
number of UAVs

needed for
surveillance and

maximize
surveillance

coverage

High efficiency
and task-specific

adaptability

Low
generalisability,

complex
modelling,
excessive
parameter
sensitivity

[32]
Mixed-integer

linear program-
ming(MILP)

Minimising total
UAV energy

consumption and
maximising the

amount of
surveillance
completed

High accuracy
and complex

problem solving

High
computational

complexity,
unpredictable
solution time,

poor solution to
non-linear
problems

[33] Heuristics
Algorithm

Minimize data
capture time and

transmission
delay

Simple to
implement, strong

NP
problem-solving

skills and low
computational

cost

No guarantee of a
globally optimal
solution, strong

parameter
dependence

The study [34] develops a multi-agent deep reinforcement learning-based UAV surveil-
lance system to optimize the coverage area while reducing overlapping and shaded areas,
improve surveillance services and deal with a variety of uncertainties while providing an
original deep reinforcement learning framework for guiding future UAV-based dynamic
autonomous surveillance research.

3. UAV Surveillance for Infrastructure Inspection

In today’s rapidly evolving technological era, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have
become a key monitoring and inspection tool, particularly in the area of infrastructure
inspection. This chapter will provide an in-depth look at the use of UAVs in infrastructure
inspections, highlighting their potential to increase efficiency, reduce costs, and enhance
safety. We will provide an overview of the best current strategies and technologies and
analyze their efficacy in dealing with complex environments and diverse tasks. This
chapter will detail the use of drones in the inspection of bridges, power lines, pipelines, and
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other critical infrastructure elements, demonstrating their advantages in data collection,
processing, and analysis. This chapter aims to provide a comprehensive view showing the
diverse applications and challenges of drones in infrastructure inspections. We will also
discuss the limitations of current technologies, as well as potential directions for future
research to drive continued innovation and development in the field.

The use of UAVs to inspect infrastructure is a hot research direction and application
direction that has emerged in recent years. In the past, the use of manual inspection was
both dangerous and inefficient, and because the infrastructure to be inspected, such as
power line towers, transmission lines, bridges, and so on, is quite large, it is difficult to
detect specific details through manual inspection. Moreover, due to safety considerations
and space constraints, dispatching more than one person to the same location for inspection
is generally not allowed, making it hard to detect faults or hidden dangers in corners,
which can be overlooked and lead to greater harm in the long term [35]. To solve the
above problems, more flexible and autonomous inspection UAVs are widely used. These
UAVs are configured with different cameras according to the actual needs of the work
and can work in a network of UAVs while sharing information and discovering potential
problems. For this type of surveillance aimed at infrastructure inspection, we classify two
categories for discussion according to the different inspection objects: one is the inspection
and surveillance of transmission lines, and the other is the inspection and surveillance of
bridges [36]. Meanwhile, we classify the methods adopted by UAV surveillance systems
into two categories (Figure 6). The first is vision-based methods, which include various
cameras and algorithms, infrared light detection, and optical flow; these focus on enhanc-
ing UAVs’ ability to surveil task objects, improve image quality, and detect hard-to-see
problems. The second category is path planning-based approaches, which concentrate
on deploying UAVs more efficiently to access and inspect facilities, commonly including
transmission lines and photovoltaic farms [37].

Figure 6. UAV Infrastructure Inspection Based Surveillance.
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3.1. UAV Surveillance for Transmission Line Inspection

Before the large-scale adoption of drones for the inspection of overhead transmission
lines, manual inspection was the only option. Units responsible for maintenance needed
to send workers to configure a large amount of protective equipment and climb high
towers to carry out work such as foreign object detection, equipment fault inventory,
and localization [38,39]. The application of UAV technology in modern transmission line
inspection and surveillance has become a revolutionary advancement [40–43]. In this
section, we will focus on two key technologies of UAVs in transmission line inspection:
vision scheme and path planning. We will explore vision schemes first, especially the
application of computer vision technology in UAV inspection. Computer vision enables
UAVs to capture images of transmission lines through high-resolution cameras and use
advanced image processing algorithms to detect and identify potential trouble spots, such
as line damage, unusual hot spots, or growth trends. This advanced image analysis not
only improves the accuracy of inspections but also provides important visual data for
preventive maintenance [36,44].

In the study [45], an autonomous navigation method for UAV power line inspection
is proposed. A perspective navigation model is introduced for such complex visual tasks
of grid tower and transmission line inspection and surveillance. By navigating the UAV,
the perception of 3D orientation is enhanced with the help of perspective images. The pro-
posed region-based convolutional neural network for tower detection, and tower tracking
vision strategy via kernelized correlation filter, which is capable of accurately determining
the flight heading after obtaining the vanishing point (VP), is evaluated in a real-world
environment with satisfactory results [46,47]. The study has presented a comprehensive
and novel technological framework, but the setting of optimal safety distances for UAVs
is still not well articulated. According to previous studies, different voltage designs re-
quire different safety distances to be designed. Additionally, while the study generalizes
some aspects, it is primarily limited to the inspection of grid towers; for transmission line
inspections, it still faces limitations due to varying inspection components and purposes.
The following study [48] proposed a navigation method for autonomous inspection of
UAVs along the side of transmission lines, which utilizes transmission towers and lines
to navigate the UAVs at the same time, relying on the PTZ camera (PTC) to assist visual
guidance. The three closely related problems of tower localization, VP detection, and safety
distance sensing are solved. The transmission tower can be regarded as a landmark for
navigation, and a fast neural network (Tower R-CNN) is customized to accurately achieve
reliable localization [49,50]. To navigate the UAV along the transmission line, an effective
edge-based detection framework is also designed to compute and optimize the vanishing
point (VP) of the PTL, and finally, the single-parameter uni-responsive optimization cost
function is used to calibrate the Perspective image. Compared to the previous paper, this
research improves on the lack of inspection functionality on transmission lines and pioneers
the integration of neural networks and tracking algorithms, demonstrating good results
in experiments.

Table 2 has proposed unique solutions, and these innovative approaches have inspired
more innovative research by providing new ideas and possible research directions for future
research. By comparing different studies, it is possible to get a comprehensive picture of
the technological progress of UAVs in the field of power line inspection. Demonstrating
applications ranging from basic computer vision to complex deep learning algorithms,
these studies reflect the depth and breadth of technological development in the field and
provide directions for future work, such as improving the accuracy and robustness of
the algorithms, optimizing the UAV’s navigation and surveillance strategies, and how to
effectively integrate multiple technologies to enhance inspection efficiency and safety.
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Table 2. The comparisons of UAV Transmission Line Inspection Methods from Five Studies.

Feature/Method Paper 1
[51]

Paper 2
[48]

Paper 3
[52]

Paper 4
[53]

Paper 5
[54]

Main Technology

Detecting-
Tracking

Visual
Strategy
(DTVS)

Monocular-
Based

Naviga-
tion with
Neural

Network

Neural
Network-

Based
Line

Segmen-
tation

and VP
Optimiza-

tion

Fusion of
Deep

Learning
and Real-

Time
Tracking

Machine
Learning
and Com-

puter
vision

Tower Localization & Tracking
Faster

R-CNN
and KCF

Tower
R-CNN
and Fast
Smooth
Tracking

Neural
Network
and Line
Segment
Detector

(LSD)

Faster
R-CNN
and Ker-
nelized
Correla-

tion
Filters
(KCF)

MLP
Neural

Network
and Hier-
archical
Tracking

Navigation Strategy Perspective
Model
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The focus of the above research is on improving the surveillance and detection of ob-
jects, while other studies on transmission lines take a more global approach. The upcoming
research focuses more on groups of detected objects and developing efficient methods for
system-wide detection, primarily through path planning strategies [55,56]. Several studies
have proposed sampling-based path planning, such as RRT, RRT*, PRM algorithms, etc.,
which have the advantage of being able to quickly cover the formulated scope of work
and converge to have a solution [57–59]. The proposed algorithm can distinguish between
tower and line monitoring based on transmission line inspection content. Considering the
UAV safety distance as well as designing a reasonable inspection path using the Genetic
Algorithm (GA), a combination of the Genetic Algorithm and Genetic Simulated Anneal-
ing (GSA) algorithm is used to obtain an effective inspection path. Genetic algorithms
have strong global search ability and can find the optimal result quickly. Although the
algorithm can find the optimal value in a wide-range search, it does not specify how to
retrieve specific components in transmission lines. Also, it failed to conduct comparative
experiments to demonstrate the algorithm’s superiority. In the process of UAV inspection,
many optimization items need to be considered, the first and foremost being the energy
source of the UAV and the number of grid facilities that can be retrieved. Therefore, some
studies have proposed UAV inspection path planning for different optimization items
after optimizing different items. In the study [60], a novel path planning algorithm is
proposed that considers optimizing stringent energy availability constraints and achiev-
ing energy-efficient inspections. optimized for the energy consumption of UAV swarms
during inspection operations, the proposed algorithm efficiently solves the inspection path
planning problem in polynomial time, yielding significant performance gains in terms of
minimizing overall inspection time and energy. A joint approach based on Bessel curves
and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is also proposed in the publication [61] to solve
the problem of UAV road inspection of large PV farms, which fully takes into account the
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flight attitude, the limitations of the camera setups and the path lengths, and improves the
efficiency and reliability of the inspection system.

The UAV path planning approach provides a fast solution for signal tower retrieval,
but this solution focuses more on a single objective and is less well thought out in the
face of a multi-objective task. A feasible approach is to combine path planning with
an optimization problem, considering the impact of constraints on the overall task, and
completing the specified task as best as possible within the constraints. In the study [62],
a composite optimization problem based on a stochastic rapid exploration random tree
(RRT) algorithm is proposed to maximize the number of grid inspections, maintaining the
same quality of service (QoS) while ensuring line-of-sight (LoS) connectivity and enabling
obstacle avoidance.The research utilizes an optimization model to enhance UAV-based
inspections of Power Grid Towers (PGTs) in mountainous regions. It aims to maximize
successful inspections across a set of PGTs denoted as Pk, assuming uniform Quality of
Service (QoS) requirements. To formalize the inspection process, the research introduces
the function α(pk), where k denotes the index of the PGT. This function serves as an
indicator, assuming a value of k upon successful completion of inspection and 0 in case of
failure, where

maximize
K

∑
k=1

α(pk)

subject to

dmin ≤ dk ≤ dmax, ∀k ∈ 1, 2, . . . , K

zmin ≤ zd ≤ zmax

(2)

dk represents the distance between the UAV and the kth PGT, and zd signifies the altitude
of the UAV, ensuring it operates within predefined boundaries.The objective function
∑K

k=1 α(pk) tallies the count of successfully visited base stations by the UAV, encapsulating
the core aim of the optimization endeavor.By solving this optimization problem, UAV can
finalize the inspection tasks in a highly efficient and safe way while considering all the
constraints in a well-organized operation.

3.2. UAV Surveillance for Bridge Inspection

After exploring the insights of UAVs in transmission line inspection, we now turn
our attention to the emerging technology applications in the field of bridge inspection.
Bridges are key nodes in urban and rural transportation networks, and their maintenance
and safety monitoring are crucial for ensuring public safety and smooth transportation.
With the acceleration of urbanization and the rapid development of transportation infras-
tructure, the safety and stability of bridges, as key links connecting cities, are particularly
important. However, traditional bridge inspection methods are usually time-consuming,
costly, and risky. Against this backdrop, UAV technology has emerged to revolutionize
bridge inspection. With their unique mobility and efficient data collection capabilities,
UAVs offer a whole new perspective on bridge inspections. They can easily reach all
corners of a bridge, including those areas that are difficult or impossible to reach for human
inspectors. With high-definition cameras and other sensors, UAVs are not only able to work
around the clock but also provide accurate data that helps engineers identify and assess
potential structural problems promptly. This section will delve into the use of UAVs in
bridge inspections, demonstrating the important role UAVs play in the maintenance of
modern urban infrastructure.

The traditional method of using manual labor to inspect bridges has similar flaws
as manual labor for transmission line inspections, i.e., inefficiency and insecurity. UAVs
are capable of accomplishing bridge inspections faster and more effectively. UAVs are
capable of remotely extracting information on the structural health condition of bridges
at different angles and orientations with the help of non-destructive or non-contact meth-
ods under emerging technologies such as photogrammetry, laser scanning technology,
infrared thermography, sensors, machine vision, etc., either in a single or a networked
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composition [63,64]. For UAVs, the surveillance focus during bridge inspections is to detect
safety hazards, such as structural cracks. This includes performing geometric measure-
ments to determine the dimensions and positions of elements from a distance. Subsequent
general inspections can involve defect quantification, moisture ingress identification, de-
lamination detection, damage localization, displacement measurements, spalled surface
identification, risk assessment, and progress logs maintenance. All these tasks can be effi-
ciently executed by UAVs [65]. Since the focus of the research in this paper is to demonstrate
the feasibility of UAV surveillance of bridges, no specific distinction will be made between
the differences in surveillance effectiveness and associated planning between bridge sites
and elements of bridges. In the subsequent content, the discussion will mainly focus on
visual-based surveillance planning, which includes infrared light surveillance, machine
vision, and sensor surveillance.

LiDAR plays an important role in bridge surveillance and inspection, and most UAVs
inspecting bridges are equipped with LiDARr systems. UAVs using LiDAR systems can col-
lect and analyze point cloud data to conduct surveillance and inspection of bridges [66–68].
Focusing on Genetic Algorithms (GA) and A* algorithms to solve the Traveling salesman
Problem (TSP), this paper presents a 3D path planning approach for bridge inspections
using UAVs equipped with Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) scanners. Potential
locations of bridge surface defects (e.g., cracks) are considered to maximize flight time
optimization while achieving maximum visibility. A well-demonstrated design solution
for UAV path planning based on surveillance inspection [69]. In a previous paper, the
authors explained the reason for using the A algorithm, since A produces shorter UAV
paths compared to RRT, and shorter paths represent lower work time in a walk-through
inspection task, since the object being inspected is known [70]. The study [71] uses a
sampling-based RRT algorithm to traverse the full path searching and solving a convex op-
timization problem and proposes a fast and efficient path planning scheme for optimizing
the computational complexity, and the path planning method is very practical in bridge
inspection and power tower inspection, and shows scalability in terms of the computation
time and the size of the inspection target. Considering smoothness and scalability, the
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is replaced with a new traversal path search, and the
Art Gallery Problem (AGP) steps are replaced using sequential convex optimization to
ensure detailed inspection and complete coverage of the objective. Besides these, in [72],
an intelligent inspection method for transmission line UAVs based on LiDar technology is
proposed to optimize the position between the current frame and the reference frame based
on the distance and azimuth angle of the target that can be returned by the LiDar, on top
of the positional attitude that has been modeled and estimated by the UAV for dynamics
modeling. This LiDar-based transmission line inspection method ensures the real-time spa-
tial position of the UAV and eliminates the effects of lagging visual positioning information.
The study optimizes a key issue in power inspection and improves the quality of inspection,
but does not propose a complete framework for the overall inspection task. In [73], it
discusses the issue of standardized protocols for LiDar-equipped UAVs in transmission line
inspection, which includes four data analysis steps, i.e., point cloud classification, critical
point extraction, path generation, and fault detection, using LiDAR’s ability to acquire
high-precision spatial information to identify the location of each power line component to
guide the UAV’s route planning for inspection, and also validating the formulated concepts
using a dataset,. and successfully achieved efficiency and cost optimization, providing a
more feasible framework for LiDAR-based surveillance for transmission line inspection.

3.3. Research Gaps and Future Improvement

In these sections, we explore in detail key technologies and algorithms for UAVs in
bridge surveillance and inspection, innovations that demonstrate not only the sophistication
of UAV technology but also its great potential in modern infrastructure maintenance. By
integrating high-precision imaging technologies and complex and advanced planning
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algorithms, UAVs have become an efficient, safe, and economical method for bridge
inspection and maintenance.

After an in-depth discussion of UAV technologies and algorithms for bridge surveil-
lance and inspection, it is worthwhile to further reflect on future enhancement directions
as well as gaps in current research. First, although UAV technology has made significant
progress in the field of bridge inspection, there are still several key areas that require further
research and development. For example, exploring the mode of multi-drone cooperative
work, which can carry out bridge inspection in a wider range and more dimensions, and
improve the inspection efficiency and coverage. Meanwhile, as bridge inspection requires
large-scale data collection, efficient data processing, and analysis methods become increas-
ingly important as the amount of data collected by UAVs increases [74,75]. Research should
also focus on how to more quickly and accurately extract useful information from large
amounts of image and sensor data. Finally, combining machine learning techniques to
quickly identify hidden problems in bridges through data accumulation and learning is
another critical area [76]. As technology continues to advance and innovate, the role of
drones in bridge inspections will become more prominent and their capabilities more
comprehensive. From increased levels of automation to enhanced data analytics, from
multi-drone collaboration to increased adaptability and durability, these advances will
provide more efficient and safer solutions for drones to perform infrastructure retrieval
and surveillance tasks.

4. UAV Surveillance for Safety
4.1. UAV Surveillance for Search and Rescue (SAR)

Time is of the essence when faced with natural disasters, emergencies, and search and
rescue missions. This chapter focuses on analyzing and discussing the use of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in Search and Rescue (SAR) oriented surveillance missions, high-
lighting their importance as an advanced technology in emergency response and personnel
location. We will explore current strategies, technological innovations, and how UAVs
operate in complex and challenging environments [77,78].

UAVs from DJI have already played an important role in many international rescue
events [79]. Starting with an overview of the basic requirements of search and rescue
missions, the chapter will provide insights into how UAVs can overcome limitations
when it comes to large-scale disasters and complex scenarios, particularly in terms of
rapid deployment, efficient surveillance, and precise positioning in hard-to-reach areas.
The chapter aims to show the potential of UAVs to improve search efficiency, reduce
rescue time, and enhance the safety of rescue operations. In addition, we will discuss the
current challenges faced by these technologies, as well as possible directions for future
developments aimed at further enhancing the role of UAVs in search and rescue missions.

The SAR approach is based on surveillance planning for path planning. This type
of SAR process can be inspired by the herding behavior in agropastoralism, where in a
herding scenario, we can simply divide the objects into two types: herders and animals.
The herdsman creates a path to the destination for the animal by driving, shouting, guiding,
etc., and the herdsman monitors the animal’s behavior throughout the process and keeps
the animal moving on the planned path. UAVs are gradually taking the place of herders
for autonomous grazing [80,81]. We discuss UAV grazing behavior here to further inspire
researchers to use similar ideas to solve the problem of realizing the UAV rescue of disaster
victims in the framework of path planning. We can model the disaster victims as a similar
movement model as animals and consider the evacuation point or safe zone as a grazing
area, thus equating the two problems. Surveillance of targets to be rescued while planning
a path for them to a safe zone reconstructs the surveillance problem into one that balances
monitoring target dynamics with evacuation and rescue.

The study [82] describes a collision-free motion control algorithm for grazing large-
scale populations of animals, capable of surveillance and navigating animals randomly
scattered in a map to a target area, and based on the algorithms involved in sliding-mode
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control capable of path planning at animal boundaries. This type of behavior is similar to
the framework we have designed for the search and rescue of disaster victims by UAVs and
can be directly applied to search and rescue missions. The article describes the dynamic of
animal flocking by boids model based on Reynolds’ rules. This can be similarly applied
to the modeling of disaster victims. In a disaster scenario, the group behavior of disaster
victims conforms to four basic principles of collision avoidance, velocity matching to nearby
members, the desire to be near the centre of the nearby members, and hazard avoidance.
members and hazard avoidance [83,84]. Figure 7 shows this transferable method applied
in human beings’ search and rescue tasks. The blue star is used to represent destinations.

Figure 7. Herding Inspired Search and Rescue.

The UAV assigns positions to minimize the maximum distance between the animal and
the centroid in the shortest possible time, and the extended fence vertices corresponding to
the target animal are selected as the optimal positions of the UAV for guiding the target
animal close to the centroid. These corresponding extended fence vertices are referred
to as guidance points at which animals are efficiently gathered and can be surveilled by
UAVs. In the second phase, a barking UAV configured with a broadcasting system is used
to drive the animals under surveillance to the designated sites. The study [85] introduces
path path-planning algorithm based on multi-objective optimization for SAR tasks.The
study divides the task into multiple levels, minimizes the time to find the target and the
time to establish a communication path, and plans to obtain the optimal path. By forming
a link path to the target, the ground personnel are guided to perform the rescue. This
research innovatively proposes algorithms that can be adjusted according to coverage
or connectivity, which is fruitful in search and rescue missions. The drawbacks include
insufficient discussion on the timeliness of the system and a lack of research on deployment
in emergencies. However, in terms of coverage area, the study did prove the feasibility of
its algorithm. Additionally, combining UAV and UGV for search operations is a promising
avenue for future research. The paper [86] proposes a search and rescue system consisting
of an aerial robot and a ground robot to perform search and rescue missions for unknown
environments where obstacles are present, the aerial robot first surveils the area of interest
and multiple targets, and then the ground robot is guided by the aerial robot to reach the
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target location. The combination of the two forms its proposed search and rescue system.
This study fills the gap of polymorphic unmanned systems in the above studies, but its
optimality has not been fully elaborated. A good demonstration of timeliness and obstacle
avoidance capability is obtained, but coverage is lacking. Focusing on the application
of search and rescue (SAR) for maritime accidents, the paper [87] transforms the SAR
mission into a layered two-phase SAR mission. In the first phase, a UAV is used to perform
grid-based zoning, which transforms a large spatial area and greatly reduces the resources
required for the search. In the second phase, a mixed-integer linear programming problem
is formulated to solve the optimal path to achieve optimal coverage of the area. In terms
of coverage performance, the study achieves certain results with optimality, which is an
excellent case of applying UAVs to SAR-based surveillance missions.

4.2. UAV Surveillance for Policing

UAVs are used in a wide range of search and rescue missions, including searching
vast areas, monitoring disaster sites, providing medical assistance, and delivering critical
supplies. These missions require highly coordinated operations and rapid decision-making,
with UAVs’ real-time data transmission and visual information providing invaluable
assistance. Meanwhile, police missions face similar challenges, requiring surveillance of
criminal activity, tracking suspects, maintaining public order, and providing emergency
support. Police surveillance missions often require rapid response, real-time information,
and extensive surveillance coverage, and UAVs play a key role in policing. UAVs can also
reduce risk to law enforcement officers, increase efficiency, and reduce costs, as well as
provide critical intelligence and visual data.

The study [88] proposes a police UAV surveillance scheme that grids the area under
surveillance to achieve dynamic surveillance over a large area, with the size of the grid
depending on the surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities of the police UAV. The
deployment of UAVs is differentiated according to the different needs of the grid attributes,
and multiple UAVs are deployed for the monitored area to perform police search and
surveillance by performing regional full-coverage path planning for undetected areas. In
addition to the familiar police forces on duty in the city, police forces on the highway
also need UAVs for police surveillance collaboration. Surveillance of moving targets is a
great challenge to UAV surveillance performance, how to achieve high-quality surveillance
and police collaboration is a problem to be solved at this stage of UAV highway police
surveillance. The paper [89] shows the study for the police forces on duty in the city, police
forces on the highway also need UAVs for police surveillance collaboration. Surveillance
of moving targets is a great challenge to UAV surveillance performance, and how to
achieve high-quality surveillance and realize police collaboration is a pending issue for
UAV highway police surveillance at this stage. In the research, a set of UAV formation
strategies with alternate leaders are designed based on different scenarios, where UAVs
monitor and track moving units based on GPS information, share the data to the ground
base station, and provide information to highway law enforcement police friction to help
them track and intercept. Unlike the previous research, those focus more on the quality
of surveillance [90,91]. In the paper [92], the UAV surveillance activity also considers the
ability of covertness. The importance of covertness in UAV surveillance is especially critical
when performing police missions, where exposing one’s position information will alert the
target under surveillance and cause the surveillance mission to fail [93,94]. The stealthy
surveillance algorithm proposed in this study allows the UAV to change the angle and
distance between the UAV and the target as frequently and drastically as possible during
surveillance so that when the target tries to search for the surveillance UAV visually with
the naked eye, the UAV can maintain a reasonable distance between the UAV and the target,
which also makes it difficult for the UAV to be detected. At the same time, the algorithm
also ensures the quality of surveillance by keeping the UAV on the target at all times with
an optimal function and using the dynamic programming approach [95,96].
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4.3. Research Gaps and Future Improvement

When using UAVs for surveillance missions for SAR purposes, most of the current
research remains in simple environments and is mostly aimed at surveillance of natural
disaster occurrences, while neglecting SAR surveillance in other complex environments,
such as urban, marine, and mountainous environments. The review paper [97] describes
the major shortages of UAVs in urban rescuing. One is the lack of autonomy in complex
environments; traditional UAVs typically require external infrastructure for navigation and
communication, and these may not be available in a disaster scenario. The second is limited
energy, UAVs have energy constraints and are constrained in terms of flight performance,
sensor capabilities, and computational resources. Third, there is a lack of reliable indoor
and outdoor navigation, which prevents seamless indoor and outdoor navigation. The
high computational demands for simultaneous tasks such as stereo processing, visual
ranging, and laser ranging are a great challenge for UAVs.To solve this problem, more
advanced perception and online planning algorithms can be used, using a combination
of laser and stereo vision, planning optimization path to control energy loss distributed
computing, etc. [98–100]. The paper [101] specializes in UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles)
in maritime SAR. The need for efficient implementation of SAR at sea was emphasized, as
fast and effective search and rescue operations are crucial when faced with disasters such
as shipwrecks. The robustness of the UAV is also very important, as both wind and rain
can affect the use of the UAV at sea. Battery capacity and flight time limitations of UAVs are
major limitations. Therefore, effective energy management strategies are an important part
of the equation, and improving the UAVs themselves by employing solar-powered UAVs to
extend their operating hours is also a viable enhancement strategy [90,102,103]. The above
two points mainly focus on the emergency response capability, coverage, sustainment, and
robustness of UAV rescue missions. Another topic that has not been extensively studied
yet is the collaborative rescue between UAVs and ground units such as unmanned vehicles
and mobile robots, where UAVs are used to conduct surveillance and search and to issue
commands for the unmanned vehicles to carry out rescue missions. In addition to the
research, [86], which we have already mentioned above, research work has explored the
possibility of UAVs and vehicles performing SAR-oriented surveillance missions within
cities [104]. Using communication UAVs to monitor road events to plan the fastest path
while considering road constraints. Efficiently providing information to rescue services
takes into account the high mobility and limited energy capacity of UAVs. In addition to
event monitoring, energy consumption can be balanced between UAVs, which commu-
nicate in an ad-hoc manner with existing vehicles on the ground to ensure rapid rescue
by rescue teams. The resulting issue of SAR in urban scenarios is also worth discussing,
and how UAVs can be used to better monitor unplanned events will also be a point of
interest [105].

Overall, in UAV surveillance missions for SAR purposes, there is a need to focus on
coverage capability, sustained operation capability, emergency response capability, the
system’s robustness, and expandability. As well as how UAV performs SAR surveillance
in different scenarios such as field, mountain, city, ocean, etc., and how to overcome the
effects of surveillance effect and SAR capability brought by these environmental factors.
These are the core issues that deserve in-depth study in future research in realizing UAV
SAR surveillance.

5. UAV Surveillance for Environmental, Archeological and Mining Applications

In this section, we will delve into the key role of UAVs in the field of environment,
archeological, and mining applications and how they provide new perspectives on sus-
tainable development and resource management. With global environmental and resource
management increasingly becoming a key challenge, the use of innovative technologies
has become critical. UAV technology has come to the fore, offering new possibilities and
opportunities for environmental and resource surveillance.
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The role of UAV’s surveillance capability in the environment and resources field is
mainly reflected in a more comprehensive perspective and the ability to fuse data, and
the superiority of its surveillance capability demonstrates a level of technology that goes
beyond over-mapping.

UAVs have become versatile in the field of environmental and resource surveillance,
not only providing new tools but also creating solutions that contribute to scientific research,
sustainable resource utilization, and environmental protection. In the next sections, we
will review UAV surveillance for archaeology, ocean coast mapping and marine activities,
wildlife, smart agriculture, geology, mining, and studying volcanoes.

5.1. UAV Surveillance for Archaeology

In recent decades, UAV surveillance has changed the face of archaeology in different
cultural, geographic, and climatic situations, providing archaeologists with a new pow-
erful research tool. UAVs are capable of covering vast territories with ease, providing
high-resolution imagery and maps. We will delve deeper into the key applications of UAVs
in archaeology, describing how drones have improved the methodology of archaeologi-
cal research and providing specific case studies demonstrating how UAVs have We will
also provide specific case studies that demonstrate how drone surveillance has helped
archaeology in different cultural, geographic, and climatic contexts.

The survey paper [106] provides a comprehensive overview of the evolution in ar-
chaeology from sensor detection to the use of UAVs for detection surveillance. The article
reviews the technologies used in UAV archaeology and discusses how different sensor
systems such as LiDAR sensors, Near-Infrared and multi-spectral Cameras, hyperspectral
cameras, ground-penetrating radars, and how different sensor systems can be configured
to perform archaeological surveillance tasks on UAVs [107–110]. Due to the unique mor-
phology, stratigraphy, topography, and archaeological features of each archaeological site,
the automation of historical site detection is undoubtedly a complex and challenging task,
and due to the need for increasingly accurate data acquisition and data generation, the use
of sophisticated processing and analytical techniques derived from UAV sensing allows for
a promising future in the direction of UAV-aided archaeological exploration, detection, and
surveillance research.

As mentioned above, because of the difference in morphology, stratigraphy, topog-
raphy, and archaeological features of each archaeological site, UAVs performing archaeo-
logical missions will be deployed differently depending on the location, and therefore a
discussion of UAV archaeological operations in different regions, cultures, historical stages,
and states is necessary. In the paper [111], UAVs are applied at the Chalcolithic archaeologi-
cal sites in the Mostistea Basin and Danube Valley (Southern Romania). The area lays the
foundation for defining two iconic prehistoric cultures of the Northern Balkans - the Boian
and Ancient Melnica cultures. The full surveillance coverage of the area of interest by the
UAV through path planning algorithms and the subsequent 3D reconstruction of the area
through data integration, orthophotography, digital elevation modeling, and 3D modeling,
the UAV used for the mapping, recording, and monitoring of the archaeological sites,
helps archaeologists to follow up close the process of transformation of the archaeological
sites and landscapes, which brings a new step forward in the program of the study of
the sites of the Red Bronze Age in the target area. Other articles [112–114] similarly used
UAVs to perform a multi-data sensor fusion of topographic information from archaeolog-
ical remains, demonstrating the efficiency of UAVs for mapping and data integration of
archaeological remains.

In addition to the use of surveillance ability in modeling and data collection of natural
environments in historical sites, UAVs play an important role in the archaeology of man-
made structures. The research [115] focuses on the process of mapping the rocky city of
Vardzia, carved into the steep tuff slopes of the Erusheti Mountains, based on advanced
remote sensing techniques and UAV-based digital photogrammetry [116,117], to map the
potential hazards of the rock complex, after meticulous deployment, the UAV helped
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archaeologists to obtain high-resolution orthophotos of the Vardzia escarpment and the
overlying slopes, as well as a complete 3D digital models, which can be effectively applied
to detect protection criticalities affecting the Vardzia rock monastery complex, to detect
slope criticality on a large scale, and also in hazardous areas that are difficult to access,
while ensuring the safety of the operators.

In addition to facing large-area and large-scale mapping tasks, an important direction
of UAV application in archaeology is the use of lasers or vision cameras for data acquisition
and 3D reconstruction of archaeological targets. The study [118] uses photogrammetry to
generate 3D models of ancient Phrygian lion tombstones. It uses UAV flight surrounds to
process irregular and overlapping aerial image data to generate geo-referenced 3D point
clouds that allow researchers to analyze surface features such as color, moss, and cracks
from the results of UAV surveillance. The paper [119] has inspired more archaeologists
to discover the UAV’s capabilities in 3D reconstruction and use it to rebuild past work
methods of monitoring archaeological targets with manual photo compositing. In another
paper around refining the structural challenges of ancient buildings and the challenges of
reconstruction to achieve improvements in accuracy. A new method of 3D reconstruction
of ancient buildings combining 3D laser scanning and tilt photogrammetry is proposed,
which utilizes a feature point matching algorithm to achieve accurate fusion of multi-source
data, collects and constructs a complete 3D model of the inside and outside of the ancient
buildings, and performs relative median error calculations, which restores the traditional
ancestral temple architectural information and models. It greatly improves the modeling
efficiency and can provide important technical support for the restoration and protection
of ancient architectural cultural heritage.

5.2. UAV Surveillance for Coast Mapping and Marine Activities

Coastal areas are usually rich in geographic diversity, which makes it difficult for
traditional ground-based mapping and remote sensing methods to obtain comprehensive
and accurate coastline data, while UAVs can capture detailed coastline images and provide
more accurate geographic information data with outstanding video surveillance ability,
and can also carry out a combination of multiple types of mapping data to provide more
comprehensive coastline information to cope with a more complex geographic environment
and to give full play to the high resolution of UAV technology, flexibility and low cost.
Coastline mapping and monitoring marine activities is one of the key applications of
UAV surveillance, offering unprecedented opportunities for marine resource management,
ecological protection, and climate research. The high altitude view and flexibility of UAVs
make them a powerful tool for monitoring and protecting the marine environment as well
as people engaged in activities at sea [120]. UAV surveillance provides unprecedented
accuracy and efficiency in shoreline mapping. From shoreline geography to land-use
planning, UAVs can capture extremely detailed shoreline imagery, helping to better manage
coastal resources and ecosystems.

In the paper [121], UAV photogrammetry and GNSS techniques combined with surveil-
lance were utilized to study natural and human-induced morphological changes in coastal
areas. Unlike the single topographic observation and remote sensing techniques commonly
used in the past [122,123], this study employs UAV-mounted 3D photogrammetry and fused
GNSS techniques to generate 3D models to understand and quantify geomorphic changes
through trajectory interpolation for comparison and validation, while orthophotos are used
to highlight changes in the coastal shoreline. UAVs have dramatically improved accuracy
and efficiency over past manual or photographic approaches. Another research [124] uti-
lized UAV remote sensing to detect shoreline changes, using UAVs to collect both LiDAR
and image data; the UAVs were able to achieve greater and more uniform ground coverage
and higher point densities in different geomorphic environments than traditional methods,
combining long-distance mapping with LiDAR and overcoming the lack of flexibility in
mapping in the past [125–127].
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In addition to being able to utilize the superiority of UAVs in coastline mapping,
environmental monitoring missions targeting the offshore can also see UAVs in action.
Ecological monitoring is an area of interest for UAV surveillance, especially in the marine
environment, where changes in the environment directly affect biodiversity and fisheries-
related activities, and where marine monitoring is one of the most challenging types of
UAV surveillance deployment missions due to the presence of wind and waves [128].
The importance of monitoring the marine environment for early warning and assessment
of meteorological conditions and ecosystem disasters was emphasized. The limitations
of existing marine monitoring platforms, such as offshore platforms, ships, or buoys, in
terms of low spatial resolution and high cost of data acquisition were noted. Autonomous
unmanned platforms, such as UAVs and UGVs had the advantages of being easy to deploy,
intelligent, flexible, mobile, and cost-effective in data acquisition, allowing for the rapid
acquisition of data with fine spatial resolution and real-time monitoring of marine pollution
and risks [129]. Traditional methods use cursors for monitoring, but this method lacks
flexibility, while using UAVs would not be able to cover the vast marine environment
due to energy constraints, so using a hybrid sensor surveillance network that combines
the two is a good alternative [130,131]. A hybrid sensor network combining a UAV and
a cursor is used in the paper [132], which uses a swarm of drifting buoys as the main
environmental sensors to cover a wide coastal area and a UAV as a data receiver and a
dynamic network router, providing transmissions that are below background noise and are
also highly resistant to external interference.

In addition to surveillance of the marine environment, UAVs are also capable of moni-
toring human activity within the waters. A novel application scenario is the surveillance of
human and shark activities in the ocean to protect offshore safety. This topic has generated
a lively discussion in recent years because past means of repelling sharks have not been re-
sponsive enough and can also cause unnecessary harm to sharks [133–135]. UAVs can now
be used to form a network of sensors that, in combination with acoustic devices, frequency
transmitters, and cameras, can be used for shark activity prevention and control using
broadcasting, frequency banding, and visualization, while at the same time protecting the
safety of those who are active offshore [136]. A novel UAV shark protection scheme incor-
porating complex algorithms has been proposed [137], where shark interception algorithms
are designed to guide UAVs to reach predicted intersections to stop sharks using multiple
UAVs in formation and surveillance, to achieve the pursuit and surveillance of sharks, and
to do no harm to the sharks.

5.3. UAV Surveillance of Volcanoes

The use of UAVs in volcano monitoring combines volcanology and advanced UAV
technology to better understand and monitor volcanic activity [138]. Volcanoes are one of
the most dynamic and unpredictable geological phenomena on Earth, and eruptions can
pose a significant threat to nearby people and the environment. Therefore, understanding
the active state and behavior of volcanoes is critical to protecting public safety. The
introduction of UAVs has provided a new means of volcano monitoring by allowing them
to fly over hazardous areas and capture high-quality images and data, playing a key role in
protecting neighboring communities, studying volcano activity, and providing real-time
monitoring. Many studies are currently utilizing UAVs to map and monitor volcanic
terrain, to obtain topographic and geothermal data in complex volcanic areas with limited
information, to assess and predict volcanic activity, and to achieve disaster mitigation
and prevention [139–141]. The challenge before the volcano surveillance UAV is how
to overcome the difficulty of surveillance in complex terrain, where traditional camera-
based surveillance methods are unsustainable in high-temperature and high-pressure
environments. This research article proposes the use of magnetic field measurements by
UAVs in addition to making visible and infrared measurements. The method has shown
excellent results in mapping structural contacts between different ages or types of strata, as
well as deep thermal anomalies and intrusive systems, demonstrating that low-altitude
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measurements are particularly relevant to clearly imaged magnetic anomalies and their
changes over time in the volcanic context and that it is possible to use UAVs to efficiently
monitor the dynamics of the volcano, while also maintaining the robustness of the system,
which is better in efficiency compared to previous methods [142]. Another application
scenario for volcano surveillance is surveillance after an eruption, where the use of UAVs
enables rapid, low-cost surveillance and mapping of the altered volcanic terrain. Satellite
remote sensing is slow and has a long response period for mapping post-eruption terrain,
and smoke due to volcanic eruptions can also have a significant negative impact on satellite
remote sensing. Therefore, UAVs are needed for rapid post-disaster response, and the
study [143] uses UAVs to map the terrain, detect changes, and analyze the volume of a
post-eruption volcano to help with rapid response in post-disaster management.

5.4. UAV Surveillance of Wildlife

Wildlife is vital to the maintenance of ecological balance and biodiversity, and UAV
surveillance has become a powerful tool for scientists. UAV surveillance records and
analyzes the behavior of wildlife, tracking animal migration, breeding behavior, foraging
habits, and so on, providing valuable data for behavioral ecology studies to help them track
animal abundance and behavior, as well as protection and conservation efforts. Wildlife
conservation is another important area for UAV surveillance. UAVs can monitor offenses
such as illegal hunting, poaching, and wildlife trade, which can help law enforcement
agencies combat wildlife crime. In addition, UAVs can help track injured wildlife and
provide rescue and medical help. UAV surveillance also focuses on the coexistence of
humans and wildlife. They can monitor the impact of human activities on wildlife habitats,
help manage conflicts, and promote sustainable development [144]. Different types of
animals have different living environments and activity patterns, and the use of UAVs for
surveillance will often be adapted to the characteristics of the target according to different
animals. Many studies have been conducted on whales, monkeys, wildebeests, and other
organisms that have been subjected to surveillance and abundance measurements using
UAVs [145–152].

Covert surveillance is a topic worth exploring, especially in animal surveillance mis-
sions. The application of UAVs in animal surveillance has been introduced above, and with
the development of technology and the advancement of concepts, minimizing the impact
on animals during surveillance is one of the current topics worth discussing. One feasible
idea is to use covert methods for surveillance, of which there are many covert methods,
such as using navigation methods, using special equipment, and adopting strategies for
optimal deployment [153,154]. The primary concern during the surveillance of animals is
solid quality, and generally speaking, the imaging is better when the UAV is closer to the
animal under surveillance, but this can also pose a huge problem in terms of the impact
and injuries caused when the UAV trespasses on the animal’s territory [155,156]. To solve
this problem, when conducting surveillance on animals, in addition to ensuring the quality
of surveillance, it is also necessary to avoid affecting the living conditions of the animals as
much as possible. The research from the paper [157] introduces a navigation method for
covertly observing a group of animals and their habitats, based on the law of navigation in
sliding mode, which guides the UAV to minimize the maximum change of orientation and
continuously adjusts the bit position during the close observation mission to reduce the
monitored animals and realize the purpose of covert surveillance. This type of dynamic
smoothing regulation is of greater interest when compared to the commonly used method
of reducing the impact of surveillance by simply expanding the distance to the monitored
animal [158–160]. Derived from the inspiration of carnivores, which engage in a range
of covert behaviors when hunting. Around this, the paper [161] developed a biomimetic
(biologically inspired) motion camouflage-based UAV navigation algorithm for covert
surveillance of moving targets. The proposed UAV navigation mimics a stealth behavior
typical for some predators such as dragonflies or hunting falcons. The key feature of the
algorithm is that it relies only on azimuthal measurements and does not require the speed
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or distance information of the target. In the research [162], a bionics-based study of UAV
Network surveillance is presented, combining the hybrid grey wolf optimization algorithm
with bionic localization to propose a new clustering (BIC) scheme, which greatly improves
the utilization of the clusters and reduces the latency. A new algorithm is proposed for
optimizing the propulsive power and 3D trajectory of a solar-powered fixed-wing UAV in
camouflage tailing and video surveillance missions [163]. The algorithm is validated for
its superiority in terms of visual camouflage and power efficiency concerning the existing
schemes and also extends the surveillance mission’s Duration. In the paper [164], the use of
solar-powered UAVs for covert surveillance of a single target is discovered. This approach
strikes a balance between maintaining visual camouflage and efficient energy management.
The trajectory of the UAV is optimized to remain undetected by the target for optimal
surveillance efficiency and energy efficiency.

5.5. UAV Surveillance for Mining

UAVs play a vital role in exploration, mining, reclamation, and resource management
in the mining sector UAV surveillance can provide high-resolution geological imagery,
laser scanning, and thermal infrared data, which can help geologists to better understand
the composition and distribution of underground deposits and provide more accurate ex-
ploration and resource assessments, thus improving the efficiency and feasibility of mining.
UAVs can also be used to monitor mineral extraction activities in mining areas, capture the
progress of mining works in real-time, check safety and environmental protection measures
in mining areas and provide response support in case of emergencies, as well as monitor
the state of mining, land use, water management, and environmental impacts, among other
things, which can help to formulate sustainable mining plans and protect ecosystems. This
is essential for balancing resource development and environmental protection [165–167].
The surveillance capability of UAVs is firstly utilized in the stage of mining exploration, in
the research [168], a method of using autonomous flying robots to explore underground
tunnel environments and build 3D maps is proposed, the navigation algorithm used, by
measuring the minimum distance to obstacles and measuring the horizontal scan of obsta-
cles in front of the UAV for navigating the robot searching in tunnels to avoid collisions
with the tunnel walls, and in mine The process of exploration kind of 3D mapping, pro-
viding a scalable solution for mine exploration navigation and monitoring. The purpose
of underground surveillance is to remove obstacles and hazards, build a relatively safe
environment, and collect relevant data to help engineers improve efficiency [169,170].

In the research [171], a low-altitude UAV using a surveillance system was investigated
in acquiring high-resolution images to reconstruct the geometry of an open pit mine. A
comparison of DSM generated from UAV point clouds and DSM generated from Terrestrial
Laser Scanner (TLS) data was evaluated and fairly accurate data was obtained. Other
studies [172,173] have utilized different types of UAVs to topographically survey different
open pit mines and obtain surveillance photographs of the study area. The study [174]
utilized sky bottom and inclined aerial photographs obtained by UAV surveillance system
as a means of reconstruction of the quarry topography.

5.6. UAV Surveillance in the Arctic

The extreme environments of the polar regions and their sensitivity to global climate
change make continuous monitoring of the region critical, and we will explore the use and
importance of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for surveillance in polar environments.
Low temperatures, strong winds, and remote geographic locations present special chal-
lenges for UAV operations. This section begins with a background on polar surveillance
and its requirements for UAV technology and will focus on how UAVs can overcome the
technical challenges of effective surveillance in extreme climatic conditions, providing an
in-depth analysis of the use of UAVs in Arctic surveillance [175,176].

In the era of rapid global and regional climate change, the use of UAVs to moni-
tor subtle changes in polar regions and ice shelves is essential in environmental protec-
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tion and resource utilization. In polar terrain, the main objects monitored by UAVs in-
clude glacial calving, crevasses, surface subsidence, ice landforms, atmosphere, plants and
animals [177–181]. Limitations in temporal and spatial resolution, weather conditions that
can also interfere with satellite remote sensing data, and restrictions on authorized aerial
operations due to security and resource constraints are all challenges for UAV surveillance
missions in polar environments. Many studies have been conducted to propose optimized
solutions based on the functional characteristics of video surveillance [182–184] Arctic
regions are rich in undeveloped mines and natural gas fields, but due to the complexity of
the terrain and the instability of the climate, most of them are dispersed over a wide area,
making the monitored space quite fragmented. Traditional remote sensing and mapping
platforms require a lot of manpower and resources for monitoring, nowadays UAVs are
used instead of manpower to monitor the movement of deformations on the surface of
tailings deposits due to subsidence, and to better carry out the task of mining surveillance
in subarctic climates, and the results of the surveillance will help the managers and the
companies to carry out the reservoir management operations and to track the surface
displacements within the decimeter range, for better planning and safety precautions [185].
In video surveillance of polar environments, UAVs provide a key solution in the study
of polar terrain such as rift valleys, crevasses, and subsidence, overcoming the lack of
resolution of satellite observations. UAVs can repeat the collection of high-precision data
based on previous meteorological surveys, helping researchers to accurately characterize
the ice surface. This also supports the future integration of UAV video surveillance with
other technologies such as LiDAR solutions, GNSS, and fused sensor solutions [186–189].

At the same time, the biological status of the polar regions can also be extensively
monitored using UAVs to learn about the behavioral status and abundance of animals,
and UAV video surveillance can be accurately and widely applied to assess the ecological
status of organisms and appropriately minimize the incursion of human activities into
animal territories [190–193]. It is worth noting that animals are less responsive to UAVs
than humans, and their reactions are gentler. Concealment is quite important when using
UAVs for animal surveillance, which is described more specifically in another section.

5.7. Existing Research Gaps and Future Research Directions

UAV surveillance has already made significant progress in environmental protection,
ecological research, and resource management, but we also see many potential research
gaps and opportunities that deserve further exploration and exploitation.

In future research, we need to look more deeply into sensor technology and data
integration to obtain more comprehensive and high-resolution environmental and eco-
logical data [194–197]. Meanwhile, intelligence and autonomy are key areas that need to
be continuously improved in the field of UAV surveillance to adapt to the complex and
changing natural environment and mission requirements. Real-time data analytics and
decision support will continue to evolve to better support emergency response, resource
management, and environmental protection decisions. At the same time, compliance and
privacy protection issues will continue to be of concern, and solutions will need to be found
to ensure the legal and ethical use of data.

Multi-modal and multi-environmental applications are an important trend for the
future, and UAV surveillance will play a greater role in areas such as ocean monitoring
and wildlife protection [198,199]. These diverse applications will require more research to
adapt to different environments and mission requirements. On top of that, the addition
of AI makes the task more interesting, with more flexibility and better adaptability of the
AI-driven UAVs as the arithmetic ability increases [200].

Research on integrating sensor networks to enable data collection will also greatly as-
sist in the development of the above research topics [201,202]. In archaeological surveillance
and geographic and mining surveillance, the integration of virtual reality and augmented
reality technologies [203], as well as site reconstruction and 3-D modeling technologies
that drive UAV automation [204,205], will provide archaeologists with additional tools
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and methods for more in-depth study of archaeological sites in different cultures, geogra-
phies, and climates. The field of UAV surveillance holds great potential for environmental,
ecological, and resource management, but also presents numerous challenges and opportu-
nities. Future research and innovation will continue to advance the field and provide new
solutions to the complex problems facing the planet.

6. Future Research and Challenges of UAV Surveillance

The utilization of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in surveillance applications has
witnessed remarkable growth, driven by advancements in technology and an expanding
range of use cases. This section delves into the emerging frontiers and the multifaceted chal-
lenges in UAV surveillance. For UAV surveillance missions, the challenges faced come from
several main sources. One is the coordination and co-working of multiple UAV networks,
as well as the synergy between UAVs and other devices such as unmanned vehicles, ground
base stations, and sensors [206,207]. The construction of the UAV surveillance network
brings more freedom, which enables UAVs to better fulfill their missions with the help of
the capabilities of other units while conducting surveillance and thus can come up with
composite missions based on surveillance. However, when there is more intelligence in the
network, the control also becomes more complex, so how to design the surveillance network
will be one of the key issues that future researchers need to focus on [164,208]. Secondly,
the impact of complex environments on UAV surveillance tasks. In the past, research often
focused only on the ideal environment for UAVs to perform surveillance tasks, but in reality,
UAVs often need to perform surveillance tasks in mountainous areas, cities, forests, etc. The
complex environment not only creates a great challenge for surveillance but also creates
a lot of difficulties for UAVs’ autonomous obstacle avoidance as well as path planning.
Researchers need to judge the complex environment and design the optimal path or optimal
deployment for UAVs to ensure the quality of surveillance [209,210]. The third challenge
is the integration of UAV surveillance with AI [4]. Machine learning, neural networks,
and generative AI are now the focus of attention in both the scientific and engineering
communities, and these AI tools will greatly assist UAVs in their surveillance tasks, finding
optimal methods, and even allowing UAV surveillance to autonomously developing unique
strategies for specific targets and situations. The last challenge addresses the UAV’s energy
issues, as it is well known that the range of a UAV limits its surveillance capabilities. UAVs
have limited batteries, and replacing UAVs, replacing batteries, or designing strategies
for rotating UAVs will waste some time and increase costs. One possible direction is to
configure surveillance UAVs with hybrid energy sources to extend their range [211].

We commence with an exploration of integrated UAV surveillance networks and sensor
fusion, emphasizing the synthesis of heterogeneous data sources to enhance situational
awareness. In addressing the challenges of UAV surveillance in complex environments,
we confront the intricacies of operating in varied and often unpredictable terrains. The
role of AI-based Methods in enhancing the intelligence and autonomy of UAV systems is
then examined, showcasing how artificial intelligence is revolutionizing UAV capabilities.
Lastly, we turn our attention to hybrid energy source UAV surveillance, underscoring the
need for sustainable and efficient energy solutions to extend UAV operational longevity.
Together, these subsections provide a comprehensive overview of the current state and
future trajectory of UAV surveillance technology, laying the groundwork for continued
innovation in this dynamic field.

6.1. Surveillance Network of Cooperating Unmanned Vehicles

The importance of UGV-UAV synergistic control lies in the complementary nature
of their respective unique capabilities and limitations. UGVs specialize in ground-based
missions such as navigation and physical interaction, while UAVs can quickly cover vast
areas and conduct surveillance from the air. When these two systems work effectively to-
gether, they can overcome the limitations of a single system and achieve wider surveillance
coverage, more efficient data collection, and greater mission adaptability. By using appro-
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priate optimization strategies, it is possible to ensure that UGVs and UAVs achieve optimal
path planning and decision-making when performing common tasks, thus improving the
performance of the entire surveillance network [212–215]. In our previous content, we
mentioned that UAVs need to consider optimization metrics such as optimal coverage, op-
timal quality of surveillance coverage, or quality of surveillance service (QoC/QoS) when
performing surveillance tasks, which is a relatively well-solved problem for single UAVs,
whereas for multiple UAVs, more constraint variables and optimization complexity pose
more challenges, and in the surveillance process must also consider obstacle avoidance,
thus requiring researchers to propose new feasible algorithms. The paper [21] proposes a
passive obstacle avoidance algorithm to help UAVs adjust their position while surveillance,
taking into account both horizontal and vertical motion navigation strategies, and the
algorithm ultimately converges to be optimal for the metric of Quality of Surveillance
Coverage (QoC).In the research [216], UAV perceptive mobile networks that simultane-
ously consider sensing coverage, noise perturbation, and communication capabilities are
proposed. This UAV network is able to achieve comprehensive surveillance of the area
and interaction with the base station, which is of positive significance for the design of
smart body network in the future 6G smart city, challenging the problem of being deployed
in limited locations when UAVs form a surveillance network in the past, and realizing
comprehensive surveillance in the perceptive state. The value lies in the exact consid-
eration of dynamic and static constraints on the collision and deployment positions of
UAVs in practice to achieve surveillance optimization. The network structure composed of
UAVs and unmanned vehicles is also a major direction for future development, and often
they combine different tasks. UAVs are responsible for space surveillance, while UAVs
can provide surveillance help on the ground or perform other tasks, making the entire
network present an autonomous, intelligent, t and hierarchical operation structure that
greatly enhances the scalability of the system.UAVs can monitor traffic and communication
information from an aerial perspective, capture target dynamics, and share them with
unmanned vehicles, which can perform tasks based on the information provided by the
UAVs [217,218]. Using the above design to solve problems and challenges in UAV networks
will increase its effectiveness and utility in multiple application scenarios.

In addition to the UAV surveillance network, which consists of clusters of UAVs, UAVs
can be used to form a more comprehensive surveillance network with unmanned ground
vehicles (UGV) and unmanned underwater vehicles (UUV) [219,220]. In the paper [221],
A UAV-USV-UUV network for collaborative underwater target surveillance and search,
an energy-optimal oriented target hunting model incorporating the DQN algorithm, is
proposed. For the multi-intelligentsia collaborative problem, it is crucial to coordinate
the communication between them, in this paper the connection between UAV and USV is
based on the EM channel, and the acoustic channel is used for signaling between UUV and
USV.USV operates as a wireless communication relay. The system proposed in the article is
well implemented for target monitoring and capturing and always finds an optimized path
to search the target quickly with minimum energy. In addition to underwater collaborative
networks, another meaningful collaborative network is a forest wildfire surveillance net-
work combination of UAVs and UGVs. The paper [222] proposes an unmanned surveillance
network of UAVs and UGVs that allows for autonomous collaboration and wayfinding to
monitor burn sites. The UAV monitors the area following a forest fire from the air, providing
navigation for the UAV to inspect the burn sites, and the UGV patrols the points marked in
the UAV surveillance along the path with centimeter-level accuracy. In the research [223],
the UAV IoT solution for wildfire detection is proposed to optimize the fire monitoring
probability of UAVs for the deployment density and the number of UAVs, to achieve the
maximum probability of fire monitoring and discovery under constraints, and to incorpo-
rate a Markov chain to analyze the probability of surveillance and the probability of failure,
which suggests a flexible and efficient processing solution for future wildfire monitoring.
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6.2. UAV Surveillance in Complex Environments

We focus on surveillance of complex environments such as uneven terrain, mountains,
forests, and cities, with special attention to optimizing strategies and algorithms. These
environments pose special challenges for the effective deployment and operation of UAVs
due to irregular terrain, dense vegetation, and complex urban structures. Our goal is to
analyze and demonstrate how advanced algorithms and strategies can be used to optimize
the performance of UAVs or UAV networks to improve the efficiency and accuracy of
surveillance missions [224–227]. Uneven terrains and other complex environments, such
as mountainous and rugged areas, can obscure the surveillance process, while surround-
ing objects can challenge the UAV’s navigation and stabilized flight when performing
surveillance missions, requiring the UAV to have efficient obstacle detection and avoidance
capabilities, and requiring more advanced environmental awareness capabilities and au-
tonomous decision-making solutions to ensure the reliability of the UAV system in a variety
of complex environments as well as the surveillance quality of surveillance in various
complex environments.

In the research [228], an effective navigation algorithm is proposed that takes into ac-
count the time when the sight distance between UAVs and ground vehicles is not obscured
by the uneven terrain and the distance between UAVs and vehicles as seen from these
UAVs, and improves the quality of the video surveillance by maintaining the sight distance
between UAVs and vehicles for as long as possible as well as by navigating the UAVs to
keep the distance to the ground vehicles as short as possible to improve the quality of the
video surveillance and to overcome the negative effect of the uneven plane on the problem
of video surveillance by a group of UAVs on multiple ground vehicles moving on uneven
terrain is solved. This type of method seeks to maximize the effective surveillance time
and minimize the proportion of affected parts, thus maximizing the ratio of surveillance
quality to surveillance time. In the paper [229], two distributed algorithms based on Virtual
Force and Local Voronoi are proposed to allow UAVs to change their surveillance angle and
surveillance projection area through vertical and horizontal displacement, reorganize the
multi-UAV surveillance network according to the terrain, overcome the line-of-sight loss of
surveillance brought by the uneven environment, and realize the hole-free full coverage
of the target area. To deal with path planning problems in complex and uneven surfaces,
in [230], a reactive path planning algorithm that does not rely on a priori knowledge is
proposed. It gives the coordinate conversion matrix D as:

D =

 sin α cos β cos α cos β sin β
− sin α cos α 0

− sin α sin β − cos α sin β cos β

 (3)

They introduce α to represent the angle between the x0 axis and the x1 axis, while β
represents the angle between the x1 axis and the x2 axis and conver them between the
resulting coordinate system and the initial coordinate system is given by:[
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T represents the point in the original coordinate system, and

uPg0 = [x, y, z]T is the point after the conversion.Then the matrix can transfer the obstacles
and terrains’ location into UAV’s coordinates.Then the navigation method shown as follows
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This adaptability to complex environments and the ability to handle navigation over uneven
ground is not common in previous UAV navigation methods, usually those methods either
rely on pre-calculated map data or are deficient in handling altitude changes and dynamic
obstacles. This method is able to quickly respond to changes in the environment without
the need for a predefined environmental model, thus maintaining stable and safe flight in
unknown or dynamically changing complex environments. This capability is important for
increasing the value of UAV applications in complex missions such as disaster response
and environmental monitoring.

In addition to this, the challenges of UAVs performing missions in different weather
need to be looked at. The fundamental challenge is the impact of unpredictable perturba-
tions and noise on stability in UAV planning, such as preventing flights on the original
route, instability in transit, and damage to the UAV system. How to plan surveillance mis-
sions for UAVs in windy and rainy environments and the path planning designed to enable
surveillance is a topic of discussion because of the unpredictability of weather conditions,
UAVs need more robust algorithms and planning to cope with the challenges posed by
weather [231,232]. In [233], a solution to the UAV mission planning problem considering
weather forecasting and energy consumption constraints is proposed, by proposing a
declarative framework that makes it possible to build a reference model to analyze the rela-
tionship between the structure of a given UAV supply network and the potential behavior,
which in turn generates a sequence of submissions that follow the requirements, taking
into account collision avoidance, weather variations, and energy consumption constraints,
and develops specific UAV routing and scheduling problems. This study has positive
implications for future research on robust mission planning for UAVs in extreme weather
conditions. Future research could go further and explore further in terms of different
mission types, and different levels of disturbance, i.e., the drasticness of the climate, and
different models.

Overcoming the challenge of uneven terrain and weather has significantly improved
the operational efficiency and safety of UAVs in complex environments, expanding their
areas of application and meaning that UAV technology is now able to more reliably carry
out a variety of missions, such as target surveillance, communications monitoring, and
search and rescue operations, even in previously inaccessible areas. This drives further
innovation and development of UAV technology, laying a solid foundation for future
applications in more diverse and challenging environments.

6.3. UAV Surveillance Using AI Technology

AI algorithms can help UAVs quickly process large amounts of surveillance data and
make accurate decisions in changing environments, planning optimal paths or optimal
deployment locations, and machine-learning UAVs can achieve surveillance faster and
more accurately [234]. At the same time, AI can also help UAVs perform complex tasks more
autonomously and adapt to different environments and situations, improve UAV flight
safety, and reduce the risk of accidents through better obstacle detection and avoidance
systems. Currently, AI-integrated UAVs have had good results in several fields, such as
communications, navigation, and urban flight navigation [4,235–237].

In [238], it transforms the real-time path planning and communication control prob-
lem for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) into an AI-learning task that can be solved by
DRL. Two DRL agents are proposed and trained, respectively, to make these two models
for UAVs in real-time navigation agents follow the best energy-efficient trajectories with
maximum ALoS links, considering three factors UAVs practice signal surveillance and
communication process energy consumption, collision avoidance safe flight and communi-
cation performance, solving the highly random and dynamic mobile vehicular networking
problem when UAVs perform surveillance and communication tasks in the city and the
navigation through obstructed high-density areas, showing better performance and sig-
nificant savings in computational stress. The navigation and communication task of a
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UAV is defined as an optimization problem that maximizes the quality of communication
coverage provided by the UAV while considering energy consumption, flight time, and
dynamic environmental factors. It chooses deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) as
the DRL algorithm to self-optimize based on well-defined reward signals [239–241]. The
DDPG algorithm updates the policy network by a gradient ascent method to maximize the
expected reward of learning the flight and communication control policies that perform
optimally in a given task. Typically, model construction for DDPG requires the following.

S ⊆ Rn

A ⊆ Rm (6)

Equation (3) defines state space, action space, and reward function. The state space
defines all possible states of the environment, which in the scope of our discussion is the
set of all situations that can be observed by the UAV. For example, the current position of
the UAV, its speed, or information about its surroundings. The size and complexity of the
state space directly affect the difficulty of the learning task. The action space, on the other
hand, contains the set of all possible actions that the agent can take. For a UAV, actions
include moving in different directions, changing speed, etc., and defining how to interact
with the environment. The reward function is key in reinforcement learning and defines
the immediate reward for taking a particular action in a given state. If the drone achieves
the goal, he will receive a positive reward and vice versa.

Additionally,

J(π) = Eτ∼π

[
T

∑
t=0

γtR(st, at)

]
(7)

J(π) is the objective function, representing the expected return under policy π; R(st, at) is
the immediate reward received at time t, in state st after taking action at; γ is the discount
factor, used to calculate the present value of future rewards; Eτ∼π denotes the expectation
over all possible trajectories τ under policy π. The objective function defines in the DDPG
algorithm the goal that the agent needs to optimize, expressed as the maximization of
the expected cumulative rewards obtained through the agent’s interaction with the envi-
ronment from the current state, and it can be combined with the optimization problem
to provide a complete framework. Where the discount factor γ is used to regulate the
importance of future rewards. And DDPG utilizes an “actor-critic” architecture, where
actors are responsible for learning strategies and critics evaluate actions. Strategies and
value functions are optimized through gradient ascent (for actors) and gradient descent
(for critics).

∇θπ J ≈ Est∼ρβ

[
∇aQ(s, a|θQ)|s=st ,a=π(st)∇θπ π(s|θπ)|st

]
∇θQ L = Est ,at ,rt ,st+1∼ρβ

[
(rt + γQ(st+1, π(st+1)|θQ)− Q(st, at|θQ))2

] (8)

This set of formulas respectively guides the actor-network to learn how to change its action
strategy to choose better actions in a given state in anticipation of higher long-term rewards
and helps the critic network to more accurately assess the benefits of taking a particular
action in a given state, thus providing the actor-network with accurate feedback to guide its
strategy optimization. Through the interaction of these two networks, the DDPG algorithm
can learn effective strategies for achieving specific goals in complex environments. For
future research, DDPG, as a reinforcement learning algorithm based on deep learning,
can find approximate solutions to NP-Hard optimization problems, such as path plan-
ning, through continuous trial-and-error and learning, and can also effectively deal with
high-dimensional spaces, thus providing effective strategy learning and decision-making
capabilities to further improve solution efficiency and effectiveness.In the paper [242], a
path-planning optimization problem is transformed into a Markov Decision Process (MDP)
with parameterized states, permitted operations, and detailed reward functions. Dueling
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Double Deep Q-Networks (D3QN) are proposed to learn the decision-making strategies of a
typical UAV to collect as much data as possible from the surveillance of multiple IoT nodes
under realistic constraints. This model does not need to know the a priori environment
with other intelligence and can run on a single UAV and scale to a multi-UAV Network.

Integrating machine learning techniques into UAV navigation and surveillance tasks
significantly improves the accuracy and efficiency of UAVs in different tasks, improves the
effectiveness of decision-making, and also saves a lot of time and resources [243–248]. In
addition, it enhances the UAV’s ability to respond to emergencies, while also providing
opportunities for the development of UAVs in a wider range of applications.

6.4. UAVs for Mars Exploration

As technology advances, human expectations for the exploration of other planets in
space are increasing, with two of the most notable targets being the exploration of Mars
and the Moon. The communication delays between Mars and Earth mean that robots
must have a certain degree of autonomy, able to make decisions and operate without
real-time commands, and at the same time, the complex and changing terrain of Mars
poses a challenge to the robot’s navigation capabilities [249–253]. The past idea of simply
using unmanned vehicles for exploration appears to be inadequate in the face of these
challenges, which calls for an increase in the synergy between UAVs and unmanned
vehicles in the Mars This calls for increased synergy between UAVs and UAVs in the Mars
exploration process to address these issues. This is because UAVs can fly over hard-to-reach
areas such as cliffs, gullies, and mountains, thus providing a wider range of exploration
than ground-based robots. UAVs can cover large areas quickly, collecting topographic,
meteorological and geological data and sharing it with unmanned vehicles, increasing
exploration efficiency [254–259]. In the papers [260–262], the collaboration of UGVs and
UAVs on Mars exploration missions is discussed. Key issues include energy constraints
for UAVs and UGVs. When UGVs are unable to take pictures of cliff edges, UAVs can
provide aerial views for terrain monitoring. When the UAV cannot reach a target point that
is too far away due to energy constraints, the UGV will carry the UAV to a specific location,
which the UAV then explores and can recharge at the UGV. This UGV-UAV collaboration
paradigm is based on a coordinated multi-phase strategy to solve different isolated parts
of the problem, namely analyzing the Martian terrain and environment and identifying
exploration target points. An initial path is then generated based on the environment and
goals, optimized by an algorithm in which the energy constraints of the UGV and UAV are
taken into account while ensuring that the UGV and UAV can efficiently avoid obstacles
and be safe during the exploration process. Finally, the collected data is fused. Although
the article is limited to a single UGV-UAV framework, its scalability can be expected in
the future.

7. Conclusions

This paper provides an in-depth discussion of the applications and techniques of using
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to perform a wide range of surveillance missions in
different scenarios and objectives. Not only do we discuss typical problems of UAVs in
terms of path planning, deployment optimization, and multi-intelligence collaboration, but
we also specifically select representative publications for categorized discussion, which
are classified according to the target of interest. Specifically, we review UAV applications
for general surveillance, instructions inspection, and search and rescue. We also discuss
gaps and future directions in related research areas, presented in the form of limitations of
existing approaches and possible solutions. Through this review paper, we hope to provide
all relevant researchers and technicians working on UAV surveillance with review papers
that will benefit their research. We also hope to continuously improve the robustness,
optimality, and coordination with other intelligent units of UAVs in surveillance tasks to
comprehensively improve the performance of UAVs in surveillance.
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Future research will focus on improving the autonomy, reliability, and efficiency of
UAV systems while exploring integration with other technologies such as artificial intelli-
gence and big data analytics. These efforts will greatly advance the use of UAV technology
in surveillance and security, further enhancing our ability to respond to diverse missions
in complex environments. In addition, as technology advances and applications expand,
related legal, ethical, and privacy issues should be emphasized and studied accordingly.
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